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ABSTRACT

ALLYANE PRINCIPS

The Allyane process is a neuro-muscular reprogramming method
based on neuro-sciences scientific background (1). Its princip is
to strongly activate the aferrent way of the reticulared formation,
responsible of the voluntary motor learning (2,3,4).
Developed 13 years ago by AT for tennis players, this method is used
by health professionals since 3 years.
3 phases composes the process: screening, erasing and
reprogramming. It uses mental skill imagery, afferent proprioceptive
informations (sensitives, kinesthetics, intentions, feelings…) and low
frequencies sounds (LFS).
At the Malandain Ballet Biarritz we use it in case of overuse Injuries (OI)
and functional pathologies. Used after a global functional movement
analysis, it enables to treat motor inhibitions (MI) and to speed up
the return on stage (ROS).
The novelty of this process is its weakness and there is a lack of scientific
studies on it. This presentation is also a way to interest searchers and
students on an innovating subject.

PURPOSE
OI are mostly dues to the repetitive movements and the training
load (5). With the overstrain we observe the alteration of the dancing
movement: muscular strength and reactivity decrease(6) and the
dancer begin to dance “on his bones and joints”. The problem is that
this alteration modify the reflex motor pattern (RMP) too (7, 8). At long
the dancer reflex is to move saving energy, inhibiting his muscular
system: even if the dancer is rested or prepared to the training load,
overstrain takes part of, leads his dance...
At the clinical examination, we can observe joint instability, changing
of biomechanical axes, chronic muscular spasms, and the overuse of
differents anatomics systems: osteocartilaginous, tendinous, ligament
fatigue(6)... which became OI.
To treat those pains durably we have to change the pathogenic RPM.
This is the goal of neuromuscular reprogramming methods (NMRm).
A lot of NMRm has been developed those 20 last years. They are based
on a multi afference motor learning (visual, proprioceptive, mental
visualisation, kinectic, objectives…) and described with different
protocols (9,10,11,12).
Their first common point is their long integration time (between 4
to 15 months) which is an important efficiency limit. For a dancer a
20 min long protocol per day and a constant voluntary control of
his dance during 6 months is quite difficult… And the second one is
to use mental motor imagering whose results are known in dance or
sports (13,14).

An Allyane treatment is 2h long. Normally, a single session is enough.
The first phase is the functional screening. It permits to isolate the starting point of the
pathogenic RMP and to translate it in a dancer’s feeling, a proprioceptive information, a
muscular inhibition (analytic or functional), a wrong mental intention… This analytic correction
is also the first step of the correct RMP which is gradually expanded to the global motion.
At the screening end we have mentalised two perceptions: the pathogenic RMP and the
corrected one.
The difficulty is to change a voluntary movement into a reflex one. Neurophysiology can
explains it : learning a new RMP is quick (about 500 repetitions) changing a RMP take more
than 5000 repetitions (without activate the previous one) (15,16). Moreover, if two motor patterns
are in conflict (for the same skill), the previous and the reflex one is always dominant.
The Allyane process contents an erasing phase of the pathogenic RMP, so it permits to
build a new one without making a conflict between the two.
Then, by mental imagery and helped by LFS, we can activate the corrected RMP, starting
with the analytic correction to the global movement and feeling.
At the end of this reprogramming phase, the dancer can physically check his reflex correction.
Does he feels the difference? Does this difference is reflex or voluntary? We can adjust the
results making an other reprogramming phase.
The last phase serves to fix the new RMP: during 15 min, we ask to the dancer to visualise
every life motions with his new RMP feeling. It serves to activate it in a large motion range.
After 2 hours of the Allyane process, the dancer has to physically activate his new RMP. The
ROS is savier because we know that his dance won’t hurt him. An important point is to ask
for the dancer not to think of his new RMP: it’s a reflex, so the voluntary mode doesn’t have
to be activated.
In case of chronic OI, we observe a 3 days period of adaptation pains caused by the changing
of biomechanical axes. If this period is longer, we adapt it.

LOW FREQUENCIES SOUNDS
The low frequencies sounds effects on human brain are known and still applied in many
specialities (17). Some memorization studies assisted with LFS describes the increase of the
alertness level of the subject and sensory processing of the input information (18).
There are two differents kinds of LFS into the Allyane process. Pulsed sounds modify his
state of consciousness (alpha mode), stimulating the perception of the subject (19). Associated
sound activate the the reticulared formation, responsible of the voluntary motor learning (3).

WHEN CAN WE USE THE ALLYANE PROCESS?
pathologic motion

joint instability

motor inhibition

wounds sequels

WHEN SHOULD NOT WE USE IT?
osteo articular structural disfunction

acute tissue inflammation

traumatism

Example of a chronic ankle instability treatment

Screening
Side hop test
SEBTm
Quantitative muscular
analytic Testing (QMAT):
fibular, tibial ant, post,
gluteus medius

Pathogenic RMP
imagering
Plantar crushing
valgus knee gluteus
medius

Corrected RMP
imagering
Fibular, tibial ant
and post, gluteus
contraction feeling,
stability

Erase

Reprogramming

Foot, ankle, knee,
hip, pathogenic RMP

Test

Corrected RMP analitic
QMAT
contraction of Gluteus med, Corrected RMP
fibulars, tibial ant and post,
knee stability, jump pulse
and reception

Ancrage
Walk, full dance,
(barre, milieu…)

Test 2
Large motion rang

CONCLUSION
The Allyane process is a innovative neuromuscular reprogramming method with a rigorous protocol using mental imagery, proprioceptive afferent informations
and low frequency sounds. Its originality is
- an objective to change a voluntary motor pattern into a RMP.
- an erase phase of the pathogenic RMP
- the aid of LFS to increase the alertness and learning level of the dancer.
We are actually working on a chronic ankle instability study, it could be a first step to evaluate scientifically the results of the Allyane process.
There is a debate on low frequency transcranial electromagnetic simulations for helping learning a motor skill (20). Maybe the question is more on the process
of reprogramming than on the tool to do it.
But we absolutely need scientist invest on our neuro reprogramming work, first to better understand it and then to improve it.
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